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Dete~mination of an nER f~om a sea~ch space

A set of ~ pa~amete~s Cl,C2,C3,C4,Sl,S2,S3,S4 is obtained f~om

a sea~ch space as discussed in the alao~ithm. Cl,C2,C3,C4 ~~e the

flexible suppo~ts at the top ~ight, top left, bottom left and

bottom ~iaht co~ners. Sl,S2,S3,S4 a~e fixed suppo~ts at to~, left,

bottom and ~iaht sides of the l1ER. One or mo~e of these a

pa~amete~s may be undefined fo~ ce~tain search spaces. In this

f~amewo~k, the l1ER can be found using one of Results 1 th~ough 5

as shown in the table below.
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4.ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

As mentioned earlier. the al~orithm is based on the line sveep

technique. There are 4 passes, one pass each for a north-south

sveep, a south-north sveep, a vest-east sveep and an east-vest

sveep. The previous definitions and concepts have been developed

for the north-south sweep and ve describe the same. The other

sveeps are similar.

The top and bottom end points of all sticks are processed in

decreasina order of their y-co-ordinates.

The alaorithm consists of two processinas for each stick:

I 1. ~he one, initiated from the top of a

I processin~ and

stick is called top

I 2. the other, initiated from the bottom of a stick is called

bottom processina.

Initiation of search_space

Initia1:iou of a search space .for top processin~ of a stick L1

vith slope areater than 0, is discussed here. An analo~ous

situation arises if the slope of the stick is less than O. If the

stick is vertical, two search spaces are initiated in succession,

one for the ri~ht visible stick and another for the left visible

stick.

The visibility list contains information pertaining to the

riaht visible stick LZ for the top end point p of L1' An x-axis

parallel straiaht line is drawn from p to the ri"ht which
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